TONGXING TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT CO.,LTD
SUDA
UDA WOODEN MACHINE X2-1325

Main Configurations:
1. Machine body adopt the steel material, professional engineering machinery structural
dynamics design. Heat treatment can enhance the rigidity of machine, prevent equipment
deformation, to improve the stability and precision of machine.
2. Transmitting parts
ts adopt the grinding helical rack, Japan high
igh accuracy THK linear square
guide, complementing with Japan YASKAWA servo motor and professional reducer, run
smoothly, high speed, high precision, low noise.
3. Italy HSD high power ATC spindle, small axis pulsation,
pulsation, more powerful cutting, long life,
low noise, equipped with imported Bamboo Hat tools magazine 8pcs, quick change tools.
4. Equipped with HSD 5+4 series pneumatic drill row group, can random arrange vertical
drilling, side drilling, single drilling,
drilling, line drilling, and other multifunctional drilling modes.

5. Adopted professional vacuum system device, integral adsorption base and high strength
engineering plastic platform, machine shaping in one step, and with high power
professional vacuum pump, stronger adsorption.
6. Professional electrical components and industrial control system, full-featured, stable
performance, strong software compatibility.
7. Equipped with high precision hidden non-interference auto tool setting table, one
operation can finish the measurement of tools length. Auto lifting dust brush, auto oil
system, easy operation and maintain.
8. Equipped with auto pushing device, auto unloading material, optical transfer table.

Technical Parameters:
Model

X2-1325

Working size

1300*2500*220mm

Working area

1220*2440mm

Running Speed

X-80M/MIN, Y-80M/MIN, Z-20M/MIN

Transmitting way

X, Y by gear and rack; Z rolling ball screw

Servo motor

Japan YASKAWA

Spindle

HSD 9KW ATC Spindle, HSD pneumatic drill (optional)

Spindle

0~24000rpm/min

Repeat precision

±0.025mm

Table structure

Matrix vacuum table

Vacuum pump

Germany vacuum pump, China pump

Tool magazine

Bamboo HAT

Tool magazine capacity

8/9/10pcs

Control system

Taiwan Syntec/ NC Studio

Voltage

AC380V/3PH/50HZ

Machine size

2910*4100*2000mm

Machine weight

3200kg

Parts are optional, configurations can customize.

Application:
This machine can process various kinds of plate material, like MDF, chip board, wooden

board, acrylic, PVC, hibiscus board, engineering plastic, epoxy resin, bakelite plate, imitating
stone, etc. applied to plate furniture, washroom cabinet, kitchen cabinet industries,
especially for lacquer free door and solid wood industry, can engrave, drill and cut at one
time.
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